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 Detecting real time sow delivery and judging the movement state of birth 
piglets accurately by using intelligent monitoring instead of human observation are 
valuable and significant task in this field. And this topic is one of the main key 
technologies in a new product research and development of enterprise cooperation 
project. In this thesis, we propose the methods for recognizing the behaviors of pig 
delivery and tracking the piglets. The main research are summarized as below: 
1. Foreground detection. We study three commonly used foreground detection 
algorithms in computer vision: GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model), Vibe algorithm and 
inter-frame difference algorithm. After applying them to the real pig behavior videos, 
analyzing and comparing the real results, we propose an improved foreground 
detection algorithm in this thesis. And on this basis of improvement, the use of 
morphological operations in image processing helps to access better foreground 
results. 
 2. Pig birth behavior recognition. We propose an algorithm for obtaining the 
location of sow and setting the region of interest adaptively based on image 
segmentation and the Hough transform, which successfully achieves the obtainment 
of sow location and the founding of the region of interest. Then, according to the 
behaviors of sows, we present a birth recognition algorithm based on the area of the 
region of interest and aspect ratio. On the real scene dataset provided by the enterprise 
partners, experiments display that the proposed methods are good for the location of 
the pig and the first piglet birth identification, and the accuracy is more than 95% . 
3. Piglet tracking. We first studies the piglet target extraction. Besides, we 
propose a fusion algorithm to obtain the complete outline of piglet. Then, we improve 
the traditional compression sensing algorithm, and propose a compression-aware 
piglet tracking algorithm based on the regional update of the region of interest. 
Experiments show that it can still be robust to track the piglet with our tracking 
















 Based on the above algorithms, we construct a prototype of pig delivery behavior 
recognition and tracking system, and and test it on the real scene data set provided by 
the enterprise. The results show that our system is suitable for the sow position and 
first piglet birth recognition, and the accuracy rate is more than 95%. Besides, for 
partially obscured scenes, it can still be robust to track the piglet. 
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的跟踪。2011 年，Peter Ahrendt 等人[8]开发了一个猪只目标检测与跟踪系统，
对视频中的每一帧图像提取猪只特征建立 5D 空间模型，该系统可以在 8 分钟内






Camshift（Continuously Adaptive Mean-SHIFT ）对小白鼠进行检测与跟踪，

























他们提出的算法可以判别并分类 4 类猪只行为，且正确率超过百分之八十。 
J.Shao 等人[14]利用可编码的摄像机来拍摄猪只的图片，然后将它们转化为
二进制图像，接着运用 CNN（Convolutional Neural Networks）来对猪只行为
进行训练和分类，获得了很好的结果。 
袁登厅等人[15]仔细分析视频帧序列的猪只与背景图像的差别，来获取出猪的
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